
 

AUTONOMIC HIGH-PERFORMANCE MULTI-ZONE AMPLIFIERS NOW 
COMPATIBLE WITH AMX CONTROL PLATFORM 
 

Autonomic AMX driver version 1.0 offers full per-zone control of Mirage Digital Amplifiers 
 
Armonk, NY. February 6, 2015 – Autonomic, makers of the finest whole-house music systems, has 
announced the addition of a new AMX module, providing controllability between the AMX platform and 
Autonomic high-performance multi-zone Mirage digital amplifiers. Autonomic offers two whole-house 
amplifier solutions—one with outputs for four stereo zones (M-400) and the other with outputs for eight 
stereo zones (M-800). Both amplifiers deliver 100-Watts per zone. Mirage amplifiers also offer an array 
of source inputs (6 on the M-400, 8 on the M-800) and include extensive zone linking capabilities. In 
addition to connecting an Autonomic Mirage Music Player, the supplemental inputs enable easy 
integration of sources such as a cable or satellite set top box, CD player or other devices controllable 
within the AMX environment. 
 
The new AMX driver version 1.0, available to authorized Autonomic integrators via download, offers full 
control over each amplifier’s complete feature set per zone, from basic control of volume, mute, power, 
and source selection to advanced functionality such as maximum volume, mono/stereo selection, power-
on volume, bass, treble, balance and other finite adjustments to ensure that each zone performs 
optimally. Both the M-400 and M-800 are engineered to maximize the enjoyment of music and other 
entertainment sources throughout a multi-room installation of any size up to an astonishing 96 zones. 
The renowned Mirage Music Players are the ultimate source of local and streaming music content and 
are engineered to work seamlessly with Mirage digital amplifiers and control platforms like AMX.     
 
“The AMX module enables integrators to add Autonomic digital amplifiers to their tool chest of high 
performing digital amplification within AMX control environments,” explained Autonomic CEO Michael de 
Nigris. “Our Mirage amplifiers offer both superb sound and increased flexibility, making it easier for 
integrators to deliver the finest whole-house music systems,” added de Nigris. 
 
The new module including documentation is available immediately to authorized integrators for download: 
http://www.autonomic-controls.com/support_downloads.php  
 

ARTWORK HERE 
 

Autonomic Controls, Inc. (www.autonomic-controls.com) introduced the world's first cloud-based media server, making audio and 

video consumption more reliable, easy and fulfilling. Exclusively engineered for control system integration, Autonomic products 

have become the standard for converging content for multi-room distribution from the most popular sources, such as iTunes, 

Windows Media, PANDORA® internet radio, Rhapsody®, TuneIn Radio, SiriusXM Internet Radio, Slacker, Napster, TIDAL, Deezer 

and Spotify. 

http://www.autonomic-controls.com/support_downloads.php
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/s1j249nw783v1e4/AACeUvHZQWxUrWjMYGZnMx-la?dl=0

